We construct several bounds on renormalization constants and on the asymptotic behavior of propagation functions and vertices. The inputs are experimental measurements and/or analyticity properties of vertex functions.
INTRODUCTION

Spectral representations
for propagators and form factors have been constructed in field theory starting either from the general axioms or from a Feynman graph series. However, their limiting behaviors for large momenta (subtraction constants) and the magnitudes of the renormalization constants are subjects of considerable conjecture.
In this paper we construct several bounds on renormalization constants and on the asymptotic behavior of propagation functions and vertices. The inputs are experimental measurements and/or analyticity properties of vertex functions.
The paper is organized as follows:
In Section II we first consider the photon propagator and prove that if there is no subtraction term, then the Pauli form factor of the proton, F2(q2) must vanish more rapidly than (log q2)- In Section III we extend techniques, developed by Meiman and Geshkenbein and Ioffe in a different but related study, to construct a lower bound rigorous to all orders of the strong interactions on the pionic contribution to the photon's vacuum polarization. With these same techniques a rigorous bound on the nucleon wave function renormalization due to strong interactions, Z2, and on the nucleon propagator for space-like momenta is constructed in Section IV. Bounds which can be constructed only after making assumptions on the continuation of amplitudes below physical -2-thresholds are also given for the pion propagator in Section V. Finally in Section VI, we discuss the connection between zeros in propagators, poles in vertex functions and values of coupling constants. This is the problem solved by Geshkenbein and Ioffe, and we discuss the possible physical significance of such zeros. An extension of the Lee model-to include in addition an unstable particle field provides a model in terms of which to illustrate these ideas.
II. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF NUCLEON ELEXTROMAGNETIC FORM FACTORS
The recently reported experiment1 on proton anti-proton annihilation to an electron positron pair focuses attention on the behavior of the nucleon erectromagnetic form factors Flh2) and F2(q2) for time-like momentum transfers q2 > 4M2.
Previously electron scattering experiments have measured Fi and F2
for increasingly large space-like momentum transfers q2 5 0. Analysis of these form factors with dispersion theory has related the observed structures to resonances in two and three pion systems (viz.,p,w,q) located in the unphysical region 0 < q2 < 4M2 below the nucleon-anti nucleon threshold. Now with the success of --the experimental study at CERN' and with the realistic prospect that electronpositron storage rings in the near future will permit study of F1 and F2
for larger and larger q2 F 4M2 we look for the possibility of drawing general conclusions on the behavior,of these form factors from the structure of field 
where C is a subtraction constant and the subtraction has been made at q" = -a2. Our present argument avoids any such reference to an unobservable renormalization constant.
III. PROPAGATOR BOUNDS WITH APPLICATION TO PIONIC CONTRIBUTION TO VACUUM POLARIZATION
We have seen in the previous section that the finiteness of the vacuum polarization calculation and of renormalization constants is related to the behavior of form factors at large momentum transfer. In this section we give a concise -9-discussion of the method introduced by Meiman, l" and Geshkenbein and IOffe16J17J18 for studying the occurrence of zeros in propagators, and apply it to construct bounds on renormalization constants and propagation functions in general.
Referring back to the photon propagator for concreteness and assuming that Eq. (4) converges and the vacuum polarization is finite we have from Eq. (1) DF ( In particular we have the inequality D&/q!*) -,$i: (02) do2 (12) where IT b-d (0") represents the non-negative contribution to the positive definite spectral function of an arbitrary state (n) in the complete state sum in Eq. (2). Our aim in this section is to construct a non-zero lower bound for the right hand side of Eq. (12).
As we see in Eqs. (8) and (10) the spectral function can be given as a square root factor for two particle phase space multiplied by form factors if we take a two particle state for n. We restrict ourselves to two body states here since the analyticity properties of these form factors, as established rigorously from formal field theory or to each order of a Feynman graph expansion, are essential ingredients in this'development. Suppressing inessential spin complications by considering the contribution of say, a fi' -fl-or K+ -K-pair in Eq. (12) we find in place of Eq. (10) -10 - (13) where s is the boson mass and F,(a) its electromagnetic form factor.
Inserting Eq. (13) into Eq. (12) and introducing dimensionless units x = 02/%& ) Y = ( q)2/@b, we find
The possibility of constructing a minimum
was first shown by Geshkenbein and Ioffe16 and the present discussion is adapted from Meiman.15 A formal construction is presented in the Appendix.
Here we outline the method to illustrate the class of problems to which it is applicable and to give the essential ideas.
In Eq. (14) the integrand is a product of a simple kinematic factor
and the squared modulus of a form factor analytic in the cut x-plane with a branch cut extending from, say, x = x0 to x = 03. We write then co Fb(x) =e +:
-11 -assuming for simplicity that a once subtracted dispersion relation suffices and that normalization is to F(0) = e. The essential point is that F(x) is specified and finite at some point to the left of the branch point at x = x0. The possibility of a finite minimum is suggested if we just look at Eqs. (14) and (15) (14)) because the spectral function for the vertex is not positive definite but can oscillate at will. In this case Dmin -+O and no useful bound is obtained for x0 <l, as verified formally in the Appendix. Our considerations apply only to problems with x0 2 1. A second condition for a finite bound is that .Fb(x) be normalized at a point to the left of the branch point x = 1.
If the normalization point approaches the branch point, an absorptive part of zero width can cancel Fb(x) for x ,> 1 without producing a contribution of finite weight to the integrand in Eq. (14). This is also verified explicitly in the Appendix.
A practical deduction from this is that the present techniques are inadequate for constructing general bounds in quantum electrodynamics valid to all orders of the fine structure constant. This is a consequence of the masslessness of a photon which leads to the branch point at x0 = 0 in Eq. , (15) , arising from many photon states, which are coincident with the photon pole.
Also in considering the electron propagator the cut for e -+e + y starts at the' location of the electron pole.
As an example of a problem for which a bound can be constructed we consider the contribution of a fl+ X-pair state to the photon spectral function and find its minimum contribution to Z -1 and to vacuum polarization, to all orders 
where P(0) includes the kinematic factors and the Jacobian of the transfcrma- We construct our minimum as done earlier by keeping in Eq. (24) the lightest strongly interacting state, the one nucleon, one pion state with a threshold at a2 = (M + ~1)~.
The matrix element < OI$\N TC > has the form The lower bound on Zi' , the nucleon wave function renormalizatio?, Eq. :.2j)i is read off from Eq. (30) by going to the limit 1 pi2 = ma:
- 
with Q the barycentric three momentum for the I flP > state.
The pm form factor is normalized to the observed P --+;I37 decay width for a2 = P2, which gives2'
Fpnx ( cr2 > = gpxnG( a2 ) By a similar calculation we may put a lower bound on the pion self mass
'7 q12 = J u2 p(a2)do2 .
-20 -w2 is probably infinite, but again if we assume that the integral exists then it must be larger than Min ir u2 p(a2> au2 I c or 6p2 > (1 + 1)" (mo + P)2 kin ZS1 -1) Z 66p2 .
We note in passing that we may also approximate a lower bound on 8~~ 
As in Reference 2, we may use Schwarz' inequality to derive the following inequality for b F(q2) above the physical threshold for NF production,
where aT i 1 (q')+ is the total annihilation cross section for the 1 So state of the Yi% system, and p(q2) is the weight function in the spectral representation of the pion propagator, Eq. (32).
-21 - (54) where g2 measures the strength of the coupling to the two particie state, P(X) is a kinematical factor, and F(x) is the form factor normalized to unity at x and assumed to be analytic except for a cut starting at x = 1. P Using the inequality in Eq. (53), we see that if
(1 -xp) s We PC2)b) > 1
x-l-' 1 it follows from p(x) 2 p (2)(x) that 00 0 -xp) s dx dx) > 1 ~ x-l-; 1 (55) hence there will be a zero in D(x).
Introducing
Eq. (54) 
Using the result of Eq. (A.2) of the Appendix we have (1 -xp)+ + (1 -xo)P 1
If x > 1 so that there is no zero we obtain our previous result that g2R < 1. As x0 approaches xp, the bound on g2 approaches infinity. minSince, in general, x can be anywhere in the range x <x <lno useful
This result was constructed with no further assumptions on the form factor than that it is analytic in the cut plane with the branch point at x = 1, and with F(xp) = 1, while xP <l. If we make the additional assumption that F(x) -27 - does not have a pole at the zero of D(x) but has the very same analyticity properties assigned above to F(x), it follows from Eq. (57) that F(x) must have a zero at x = x0.
Then we can obtain a stronger bound by writing
where F(x) has no pole at x0. We then obtain the inequality
min -For arbitrary x0 between x P and 1 we again obtain the result that g2QmilJ ( 1.
With this assumption that F(x) has a zero at x = x0 and I'(x) has no pole where D(x) has a zero the bound on g2 becomes stronger as x0 approaches xP' This is the case considered by Geshkenbein and Ioffe in Reference 17.
We now argue that there is no compelling physical argument in support of We have set the mass of the N particle to zero for simplicity and the 8 field is written s d3k u(k) A= (69) We assume the commutation rules and all other anticommutators are zero. The ?k satisfy the usual canonical 1 commutation rules jak , a,tJ = 6(k -k').
We further restrict the parameters i in the Hamiltonian so that there is only one stable single particle state denoted by IV > plus the continuum of N8 scattering states. The W field introduces an unstable particle resonance and is of importance here because the mass operator now becomes an infinite series of terms as illustrated in 
This'requires that only the I$ field will asymptotically generate a stable V state.
We now define the V-propagator by (A-1)
satisfying:
(1) 1 exists (2) the integrand is positive The bound now depends on the unknown function disc log G(z) and so it cannot be fixed in the same precise manner as previously. 
